GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS
ALL INDIAN RAILWAYS / PRODUCTION UNITS

FAX/ POST COPY
ISSUED ON: 01.11.2017

NO. E(O)III-2017/PM/15 ( ) MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT :-

1. SHRJI V P BAXLA, NF-SAG/ IRAS/ SOUTH EASTERN RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO EASTERN RAILWAY, APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE AND POSTED IN THE CADRE AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;

2. SHRJI U GOVINDU, SG/ IRAS/ CORE, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY, APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE AND POSTED IN THE CADRE VICE SHRI K BALASUBRAMANYAM, TRANSFERRED TO SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY;

3. SHRJI A R GUPTA, NF-SAG/ IRAS/ CENTRAL RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO CLW, APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE AND POSTED IN THE CADRE AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;

4. SHRJI P K MAHESHWARI, NF-SAG/ IRAS/ CENTRAL RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY, APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE AND POSTED IN THE CADRE AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;

5. SHRJI PARAG KATRE, SG/ IRAS/ WEST CENTRAL RAILWAY, SHOULD BE APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE ON THE RAILWAY ITSELF AND POSTED IN THE CADRE AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;

6. SHRJI VIVEK GUPTA, SG/ IRAS/ WEST CENTRAL RAILWAY, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY, APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE AND POSTED IN THE CADRE VICE SHRI MURALIDHAR MADHUR, TRANSFERRED TO CENTRAL RAILWAY;

7. SHRJI SANJEEET, SG/ IRAS/ NORTHERN RAILWAY, SHOULD BE APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE ON THE RAILWAY ITSELF AND POSTED IN THE CADRE AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;

8. SHRJI D K KHARHA, SG/ IRAS/ SOUTH EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY, SHOULD BE APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE ON THE RAILWAY ITSELF AND POSTED IN THE CADRE VICE SHRI SATISH KUMAR, TRANSFERRED TO NORTHERN RAILWAY;

9. SHRJI G S CHAVLA, SG/ IRAS/ WESTERN RAILWAY, SHOULD BE APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE ON THE RAILWAY ITSELF AND POSTED IN THE CADRE;

10. SMT. SHRUTI AGNIHOTRY, SG/ IRAS/ NORTHEAST FRONTIER RAILWAY, SHOULD BE APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE ON THE RAILWAY ITSELF AND POSTED IN THE CADRE AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;

11. SMT. DEEPA CHAVLA,, SG/ IRAS/ NAIR, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO CENTRAL RAILWAY, APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE AND POSTED IN THE CADRE;

12. SHRJI R N MISHRA, SG/ IRAS/ RAILWAY BOARD, SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO NORTHERN RAILWAY, APPOINTED TO OFFICATE IN SA GRADE AND POSTED IN THE CADRE AGAINST AN EXISTING VACANCY;

[Signature]
01.11.17
D/121(R/IR)}
13. Shri D K Gupta, SG/IRAS/ Core, should be appointed to officiate in SA grade on Core itself and posted in the cadre vice Hamim Ahmed transferred to DLW.

14. Ms. Aparna Tripathi, SG/IRAS/ Northern Railway, should be appointed to officiate in SA grade on the railway itself and posted in the cadre against an existing vacancy.

15. Shri S C Mitra, SG/IRAS/ South Eastern Railway, should be transferred to Metro Railway, appointed to officiate in SA grade and posted in the cadre vice Shri H K Sahu, transferred to SE Railway.

16. Shri P Ramachandra Rao, SG/IRAS/ East Coast Railway, should be transferred to Eastern Railway, appointed to officiate in SA grade and posted in the cadre against an existing vacancy.

17. Shri Om Pракash, SG/IRAS/ Northern Railway, should be appointed to officiate in SA grade on the railway itself and posted in the cadre against an existing vacancy.

18. Ms. Pushpa Rani, SG/IRAS/ East Central Railway, should be transferred to RWP/ Bela, appointed to officiate in SA grade and posted in the cadre vice Shri Sharat Bhatia transferred to Eastern Railway.

19. Shri Vijay Singh Meena, SG/IRAS/ North Western Railway, should be transferred to MCF/ RBL, appointed to officiate in SA grade and posted in the cadre against an existing vacancy; and

20. Shri P Koteswara Rao, SG/IRAS/ South Central Railway, should be transferred to South Western Railway, appointed to officiate in SA grade and posted in the cadre ( ).

RAILWAYS ( )

(A.K. SEN)
DIRECTOR (ESTT.)
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(G), PS/MOS(S), EDPG/ MR, EDPG/MOS(G) & EDPG/ MOS(S).
2. PSOs/ Sr.PPss/ PPss to CRB, FC, MT, MRS, MTR, MS, ME, All DGs, Secretary, All AMs/PEDs, JS(G), JS(E), JS(E)II, JS, JS(C)/P, EDE(IR), EDCC, EDFC, EDIP, EDE(GC), EDF(BC), EDE(RRB), ED(T&MPP), DIR (Estt.), DS(C)/CRB, Dir (D), DF/CCA, DS(E), US(C), Vig(C), G Acc, Library, Tele, Reception, G-Pass, G Branch & ERB-I, Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, All Indian Ryts & Production Units.
4. The PFAs, All Indian Ryts & Production Units.
5. The Pay & Accounts Officer, Railway Board, New Delhi
6. The Secretary General, FROA, R No. 256-A, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
7. The General Secretary, IRPOF, R No. 268, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
8. The General Secretary, AIRF, R No. 253, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
9. The General Secretary, NFIR, R No. 256-C, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
10. The Secretary General, AIRPFA, Room No. 256-D, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
11. The Secretary, RBSS Group 'A' Officers Association, R No. 370, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
12. The DAI (Railways), Room No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
13. The General Secretary, All India SC/ST Employees Association, R. No. 256-E, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
15. RBCC, Room No. 476, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi, for updating on the website.

Q No. 491